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A few years ago while on sabbatical Karan and I
traveled to the Beartooth Mountains. Absolutely
magnificent! But, I wondered why they were called the
Beartooth Mountains.
Then we stopped at a pull-oﬀ on the top of a
mountain to look at the view. There was a sign telling
us — explaining to us — what we were actually
seeing. Basically, if you looked straight ahead, squinted
your eyes or used binoculars, you could see what
appeared to be a little jagged rock sticking up
between larger
mountain peaks. It was
the “bear’s tooth.”
That was it. Really? The entire mountain range was named after this
little (from a distance) spike. Why not name it after the large variety of
animals, like lynx, wolverines, wolves, bison, or elk? Or why not name
it after the numerous waterfalls, some of which are over 300 feet tall?
Or why not name the mountain range after the peaks, over 25 of
which are taller than 12,000 feet. But, the range is called “Beartooth
Mountains” after this one little peak.
However, the name directs your
attention to the one truth you must
remember above all else when you are
in these mountains. The Beartooth
Mountains are, and have been, home
to one of the largest populations of Grizzly Bears in USA. Not just any
old bear, but a Grizzly Bear! The message is clear, even communicated
in the name of the mountain range: Keep your eyes open. Don’t forget
about that which matters most.
I think this is a message we need to hear
on many levels in our world today. We
Remember that
have been through one of the most
which matters most!
diﬃcult years in our history. NBC News
reported that more people in the USA have
died of COVID-19 than were killed in four years of fighting on the
battlefields during World War II. More people died on an early
December day than died on 9/11 in the terrorist attacks. When you add this to the political tensions,
racism, riots, and unemployment you can see that 2020 has been one of the most diﬃcult years for
our world and our nation.
When you’ve been through a year of these mega-challenges it is easy to forget that which matters
most. The noise, the distractions, the pain, the emotions, all swirl in our minds and hearts and … we
forget that which matters most.
So, what matters most? What matters most is not my opinion (or yours) nor our perspectives, our
wants or wishes. No!

What matters most is … Jesus and His Kingdom … His Mission!
None of us knows how 2021 will turn out. Will the vaccines be eﬀective and if so, when? Will our
schools resume in-person classes? When will we be able to recover emotionally from our trauma and
loss? Will our churches begin to meet again in-person? Can we have a traditional District Assembly?
What about our camps? Who knows?
As important as all of the answers to the questions may be, what matters most is Jesus and His
Kingdom. And, by the guidance of the Holy Spirit, we can still bring His Kingdom to bear on our
world in a way that restores and redeems the chaos. Churches are doing it. God is doing it. Christfollowers are doing it.
I lift up my eyes to the mountains —
where does my help come from?
My help comes from the Lord,
the Maker of heaven and earth.
— Psalm 121:1-2

